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those who will experience and enjoy Christ as the reality of the tree of life the all inclusive Christ by Witness Lee in the all inclusive Christ Witness Lee expounds portions of the book of Deuteronomy showing that the land, in 1932 Witness Lee invited Watchman Nee to Chefoo and the two had their first personal contact during the time they spent together Watchman Nee's stress on the experience of divine life rather than on mere knowledge of the Bible caused Witness Lee's fellowship with the Lord to deepen and to grow more intimate in the same year believers, Witness Lee 1905-1997 Witness Lee a bondservant of Christ Jesus labored selflessly throughout his entire life and poured out his being for his Lord's interest Witness Lee's ministry emphasizes the experience of Christ as life and the practical oneness of the believers as the body of Christ
In The Tree of Life Witness Lee unveils that God is not looking for well behaved Christians. He is looking for those who will experience and enjoy Christ as the reality of the tree of life. The Tree Of Life 9780870833007 by Witness Lee

In The Experience of Life Witness Lee presents these and many more practical principles to guide our spiritual growth and development along the proper path to knowing Christ in a deeper and fuller way.

According to the Bible our experience of Christ as life is both progressive and practical. In our experience we must progress from being in Christ to abiding in Christ and from Christ abiding in us to ultimately being full grown in Christ. The Experience of Life 9780870833007 by Witness Lee

Throughout their writings the eternal uncreated life of God is made known made practical and made experiential. There is no greater need among God’s people and no matter more crucial than the experience of Christ as life.
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